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PhD Thesis Review  – Abel Souriau (2020): The function and variability of song in two 

interacting nightingale species  

By: Pavel Linhart  

 

The thesis by Abel Souriau contains an Introduction and 4 chapters compiled as papers and 

manuscripts. Abel had a key role in all four studies as reflected in description of the authors‘ 

contributions and by the fact that Abel is listed as the first author on all of the papers and 

manuscripts. Two publications were already published in top  and highly respected journals in 

fields of zoology and behavioral ecology. While there is apparent difference in overall quality 

between published and unpublished thesis chapters, I am sure, unpublished thesis  chapters will 

be polished during the review process (Chapter 3 under review in time of thesis submission; 

Chapter 2 to be submitted after the defense). 

 

Chapter 1 argues that mixed singing in thrush nightingale represents an example hotly debated 

convergent agonistic character displacement (convergent ACD). It has been published in 

Behavioral Ecology in 2018 and it has got nice reception from the international research 

community during the two years (5 citations, including those by large-scale comparative studies 

on character displacement published in high -impact journals like PNAS and Ecology Letters).  

 

Chapter 2 investigates possible roles of trill subunits in thrush nightingale songs. Males did not 

adjust the trill output or trill characteristics when challenged by simulated intruder suggesting 

that trills do not play a role in aggressive signaling in thrush nightingales. This is an interesting 

finding in respect to other studies showing trills mediate aggressive interactions in di fferent 

species including the sister species, common nightingale.  

 

In chapter Chapter 3, Abel re-recorded population of thrush nightingales after 33 years to 

document pattern of song evolution in this species. He found high, almost complete, turnover in 

song types. On the other hand, large proportion of syllables, the building blocks of songs, was still 

used within the songs.  

 

Chapter 4 has been published in Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology and investigates why non -

breeding, non-territorial thrush nightingales are singing in their African wintering grounds. The 

study argues that songs in wintering grounds are highly plastic, resembling non-crystalized songs 

and could eventually lead to better singing competences. It is the first study of this type that 

focused on quantitative differences in song subunits occurring in breeding as well as non -

breeding songs.  

 

Experiments are well designed. Data are carefully collected and analy zed following the standards 

in the research field. Formally, text is clear, written in good English, very well understandable, and 

pleasure to read. Figures and tables are of high quality and summarize and illustrate the data very 

well. Abel used relevant and up to date references whenever needed. Supplements are 

comprehensive allowing in depth view for  interested readers.  
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Naturally, I found some problems, like passages needing more clarification or background 

information, or some ‘I don’t believe it ’ issues. These are marked as comments in the PDF version 

of the thesis (with the focus on unpublished chapters). None of them are crucially disqualifying 

the thesis. Overall, the thesis represents an original work contributing to the development of 

science related to evolution and function of bird song, behavioral ecology, and mechanisms of 

speciation. The thesis fulfills all necessary requirements to proudly grant PhD. degree for a 

candidate. Moreover, several aspects make the thesis outstanding.  

 

First, the thesis approaches song variation in thrush nightingales and response to this variation 

widely from different perspectives, basically, touching all four Tinbergen’s questions. All four 

chapters required that data are investigated and interpreted under slightly different concepts 

integrating background information and references from several sub-fields (ecology, evolutionary 

mechanisms, song learning and its neurobiology, etc). It is only a pity, in my opinion, that this 

aspect of the thesis is not built upon and used explicitly to summarize and link the findings across 

the chapters.  

 

Second, the geographic and historic span of the collected data is unusual. Songs were collected 

across several countries (Poland, Russia, Finland, Kenya, not always collected by Abel himself) and 

the time span of analyzed songs covers over three decades (obviously, not collected by Abel 

himself). Chapters 2 and 3 represent still rare and highly needed studies providing  exceptional 

perspective on song variation in space and time, and, cultural evolution in general .  

 

Third, the wide subject, geographic, and historic span of the thesis naturally required 

collaborative and international approach. Here, Abel documents he is able to successfully work 

independently as well as within a larger international team of collaborators to get the best data 

available. These are highly desirable skills  for future career in science. He was able to reach 

through generations of ornithologists (Pavel Kverek, Jorma  Sorjonen) as well as collaborate with 

researchers from both west and east. The international dimension is thus extraordinary.  

 

Specific questions and comments to chapters (suggestions – depending on time available): 

CH1. This is an ‘I do not believe it ’ issue… It is irrelevant but I am still curious. Please, try to 

compare the criteria for mixed singing in thrush nightingales being an example of convergent 

agonistic character displacement (discussed in the paper) and how these criteria would match 

situation in which mixed singing is the result of misdi rected song learning from common 

nightingales (i.e. it is actually maladaptive). I think the results would be very similar. Are you 

arguing that misdirected intraspecific song learning in this species is a mechanism responsible for 

convergent ACD in this species? Is there way to distinguish between the two? Some recent studies 

on co-existence of Common and Thrush nightingale argue for ecological divergence between the 

two species. How does ecological divergence match with convergent ACD?  

 

CH2. You conclude that there was no evidence that trills play role in agonistic interactions 

between males. In my opinion, you are very strict with this rejection. Actually, boxplots A and B 

from Fig 5 suggest quite remarkable differences in trill duration between dominant and 
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submissive males across stages probably reflecting significant interaction in the model. Why the 

interaction term is not reported in Results?  

 

CH2. I think you should include analysis of trill bandwidth because it would make the manuscript 

stronger. You avoid analyzing trill bandwidth by stating that it cannot be reliably measured. I 

would argue that you can measure it with some error which does not need to be detrimental 

regarding the fact that the range of total variation between trill types is huge spanning several 

kHz.   

 

CH3. I do not want to get stuck on everlasting discussions on what is and what is not the same 

syllable type / song type and how this might / might not affect study outcomes. Nevertheless, I 

cannot help but to comment on the Fig3, Chapter 3. The description implies that examples on the 

first line A-03 and A11 represent variation within the same syllable type (Syl11d). Despite similar 

frequency modulation, these two syllable types differ by more than 2kHz! I cannot accept this is 

variation within a syllable type. By the way, in CH4 you assess consistency of syllables and you 

allow 0 Hz tolerance for variation within syllable type!  I am aware of the fact that CH4 presents 

within individual comparisons but still…  

 

CH3. You interpret differences in song duration and song repertoire between 1986 and 2019 as 

being caused by the population decline in the area. Could it be, instead, that these differences 

might be caused by the fact that males were in different breeding phase in 1986 and 2019? At 

least, song repertoire seems to decrease with ongoing breeding season (Sorjonen 1987). It is 

likely that breeding season starts earlier in recent years in thrush nightingales like in some other 

migrating species due climate change, and, therefore, in 2019 breeding season was more 

advanced and repertoires less varied?  I do not know whether it is known that duration could be 

affected in this way too.  

 

CH4. I assume that following same individuals singing in their wintering grounds and during the 

breeding season will remain extremely difficult. Therefore, our understanding of song plasticity 

might still rely on laboratory studies in future. Could you summarize whether there have been 

important differences between the results and conclusions of laboratory and field studies where 

such data are available (are they?). In other words, can laboratory studies on this subject 

effectively replace field studies?  
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